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Danielle Carrick could spend the rest of her days 
drinking bubble tea and eating breakfast. But she also 
likes to run, bake, read non!ction and enhance her web 
presence. Check her out at www.daniellecarrick.com!
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Hannah Warren is a freshman magazine journalism major 
and the environmental columnist for the Daily Orange.  A 
native of Pittsburgh, PA, Hannah works as a summer camp 
counselor away from Syracuse and is all-around music fan.   
This is her !rst of hopefully many articles for 20 Watts. 

Paige Dearing just called you “booface.” Don’t 
worry; it’s an endearing term. She probably yelled it 
at you as she dragged you into a dance party or on-
air with Yofred Moik during audiocandy—her show 
on WERW: Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. She has an 
unhealthy obsession with John Cusack, blogging 
and Bananagrams. The senior’s last weeks at SU will 
hopefully spent on the quad—if it stops snowing—
or at Chucks; join her.

20 Watts is a music magazine published by WERW 1570AM. The opinions expressed in 
20 Watts are not the opinions of Syracuse University or the student body, nor do they 
necessarily represent the opinions of WERW or the editors of the publication.
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Music in Los Angeles is just about as diverse 
as its neighborhoods. This California city is home 
to a distinct blend of genres, venues and bands, 
!"#$%&"'()*+)(,"!(-+"(."/(0%!))1(2$-*(+"1)*&"'3
450!-)( ),( #!!( 0,0$6+%( ),$%&"'( 7+"/#( 6&8!(

Grizzly Bear and Phoenix at L.A.’s bigger venues, 
one being the historic art deco Wiltern Theatre. 
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Modeled after the celebrated Bowery Ballroom, 
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the most famous venue of all. The hall has launched 
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Places, Grizzly Bear and the Dirty Projectors, many 
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indie music.  The venue has also hosted national acts 
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alongside the McCarren Pool, this venue offers 
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*,#)#(2,>&!#(#-%!!"&"'#(+"/()*!+)!%(0%,/$-)&,"#3(
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2,#)( !5-&)&"'( 06+-!( ,"( !+%)*( 2$#&-+661( +)( )*!(
2,2!")3X((T)E#(",)(*+%/(),(#!!(:*1(H(:&)*&"()*!(6+#)(
G!:(1!+%#P(+#0&%&"'(&"/&!(%,-8(7+"/#(+"/(G+"#(+6&8!(
have migrated to the borough to create a scene 
all their own.   
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where it’s at.
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longer. Local bands and downtown clubs are 
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The Trocadero Theatre, a 140-year-old 
Philly institution, has changed its feel in recent 
1!+%#( G%,2(+( 6,)(,G(0$"8(+"/(#8+(),(+(/&>!%#!(
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hardcore names. And while the Trocadero may 
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World Café Live is the crème de la crème of 
alternative venues; the First Unitarian Church 
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Friendly Fires and The Ting Tings.
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leverage of the region.
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Imagine this: two of the world’s most 
sought-after DJ’s -- one from North 
America and one from South America 
--have the vision of uniting people across 
the globe through music. They begin writ-
ing songs and deciding who their “dream 
artist” would be for each track. Then, their 
dreams come true.

This is the story of N.A.S.A., which 
stands for North America/South America, 
and their debut album, The Spirit of Apollo, 
which hit stores February 17th and took 
six years to create. 

On the album, N.A.S.A. members 
DJ Squeak E. Clean and DJ Zegon team 
up with an all-star cast of artists includ-

ing Kanye West, M.I.A., Karen O and Da-
vid Byrne. The talents of these diverse 
artists are mixed with Brazilian-inspired 
beats to create a playful, energetic sound. 
While almost any of these songs would 
be ideal on a dance !oor, the stand-
out track is “Hip-Hop,” featuring rap-
pers KRS-One, Fatlip and Slim Kid Tre.    
-Meredith Laing

This is one band you will not want to 
stop listening to.  After forming only two 
years ago in New York City, The Pains of 
Being Pure at Heart have managed to 
create a die-hard hometown following as 
well as dazzle even the indie music snobs 
at Pitchfork.   

TPOBPAH recently released a self-
titled debut to widespread critical acclaim. 
“Contender,” the "rst song off the album, 
initially sounds like ‘80s punk but softens 
once frontman Kip Berman enters. With 
a voice that falls somewhere between the 
buttery smoothness of Elbow’s Guy Gar-
vey and the raw rock of The Strokes’ Julian 
Casablancas, Berman lends an edge to the 
album’s exuberant indie-pop. 

TPOBPAH didn’t play their "rst show 
outside the Big Apple until recently, but 
will spend the spring playing showcases at 
SXSW and touring select East Coast cities. 
Be sure to pick up their new album and 
listen to “Stay Alive” and “Come Saturday,”   
-Kyra Zeller

Passion Pit are HUGE for 2009 - Like 
MGMT status in 2008; like Billy Fuccillo 
status in Syracuse perpetually. Their EP, 
Chunk of Change, bursts with disco-fantasy 
lap-pop that will make you feel like you’re 
!oating on a cloud wearing American !ag-
printed hammer pants – in other words, 
really dreamy and cool.   

Michael Angelakos (lead vocals/
keyboards) started the band in 2007 in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. According 
to their MySpace page, Chunk of Change 
was originally created as a Valentine’s Day 
gift for Angelakos’s girlfriend. It was then 
distributed to friends and peers, which 
must have spiraled out of control to create 
such a buzzworthy band.  

Passion Pit reportedly "nished their 
"rst full-length album on Feb. 5.  It will 
hopefully showcase their characteristic 
sound – a synthesis of Prince, Hot Chip 
and ‘90s guilty pleasure Real McCoy. For 
now you can revel in “Sleepyhead,” the 
catchiest song on the EP. Best download it 
now!   -Christine Murnane

The story behind Saratoga Springs’ 
Phantogram is one of rags to semi-riches. 
The duo played their "rst gig without even 
having a complete set list, but the word-of-
mouth buzz that followed them through the 
upstate club circuit allowed them to expand. 
Their wide audience now includes fans of 
hip-hop, psychedelic rock and indie rock.  

Phantogram, formerly known as Charlie 
Everywhere, is comprised of Joshua Carter 
and Sarah Barthel.  Their sound features 
a stylistic blend of hip-hop beats, effect-
masked guitar riffs and Barthel’s airy vocals. 
Their songs layer multiple instruments 
to create a sonically appealing collage of 
sound.   

Recently signed to BBE Records, the 
band reports on Myspace that new 
releases are due soon.    
-Darren Bleckner

BLK JKS are the band that Vampire 
Weekend wish they could be. Toss aside 
the indie rock element, enhance the Afri-
can in!uence and add a perfect blend of 
jazz, metal and experimental, and you have 
the sound of up-and-coming South African 
quartet BLK JKS.  

The band’s eclectic mix can be heard 
on “Mystery,” the title track off their "rst 
EP. Screaming guitar, light cymbals and psy-
chedelic vocals with reggae lyrics !ood the 
track, creating a unique combo that some-
how works and leaves you wanting more.   
It’s no wonder that the likes of M.I.A. and 
Brandon Curtis of Secret Machines have 
raved about the band. 

BLK JKS are wrapping up a U.S. tour in 
support of the Mystery EP, which came out 
March 10 on Secretly Canadian.  Both the 
album and the tour are sure to cause a 
stir : with their psychedelic take on dub, BLK 
JKS are sure to be an indie "xture soon 
enough. 
-Rachel Gruber
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Bands you 
need to hear 
now.  
You can thank 
us later.

For more up-and-
coming artists, 
go to 20watts.
wordpress.com.
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Who would have 
thought to 
combine Ace of 

Base with Cassidy and Swizz 
Beatz; Metallica with Lil 
Mama; Lil’ Kim with MGMT? 
Mash-up ar tists, that’s who. 

Most songs are made of 
two tracks: instrumental and 
vocal.  A mash-up, however, 
takes a bunch of different 
tracks from different songs 
and artists, reengineering or 

“mashing” them into com-
pletely new music. 

If you are dying to make 
some serious ear candy or 
a Frankenstein-like creation 
that may ruin music for 
yourself or others, follow 
these three easy steps. Just 
watch out for copyright 
laws; sampling sans permis-
sion has landed Girl Talk’s 
Gregg Gillis in cour t more 
than once. 

1. Get yourself a 
digital audio editor 
program. 
One option is to invest in 
Adobe Audition, formerly 
known as Cool Edit Pro. It’s 
pricey ($350.00), but if you 
really want to cut and paste 
music effectively and ef-
"ciently, this is the way to go. 
Sorry folks, but Mac OSX’s 
Garage Band won’t help 
you on this one – you can’t 
adjust the tempo of samples 
imported into the program, a 
necessary function.  

2. Find your instru-
mental and vocal tracks. 
Use Audition to rip the 
instrumental track from one 
of your favorite songs, then 
just cut, paste and loop the 
track as desired.  Vocals are 
a little trickier, as they can’t 
be isolated in Audition like 
instrumentals can; the tracks 
for most of your favorite 
songs can, however, be found 
through a Google search. 

3. Put it together.  
Use Audition to speed up, 
slow down and coordi-
nate your tracks, adjusting 
the tempo and timing as 
desired.  Add effects like 
reverb, delay and fade, and 
voila! You’re ready to rock 
both the club and cour t 
circuits.

Mash-UpA

Copy by Michael Tran
Art by Jillian Scarson

How
When he’s not donning sun-
dresses onstage or dousing his 
face in fake blood for perfor-
mances, Deerhunter and Atlas 
Sound frontman Bradford Cox 
is busy bringing his brand of in-
novative, critically acclaimed 
noise rock to the masses.  
20 Watts sat down with 
him after his energetic show 
at Skidmore College in late 
February.

!"#$%&&'(#)*+#,+'&#-./'012#
&*+3/.4#5/&0#6./7%8#9*8-
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They’re sweet dudes.
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Pavilion>
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,G(,$%('!"!%+)&,"P(71(G+%3((T)E#(
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',&"'()*%,$'*(H()*!1E%!(',&"'(
)*%,$'*()*!(#+2!(#)$GG3((T)E#(%!-
+661(7!+$)&G$6(2$#&-3((T)(+00!+6#(
in a direct way.
!"$(#93/&/:'#%@'*8+&18?#
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8/=1>##B/2#?*+#1CD1:&#/&>
@Db(T(:+#(#$%0%&#!/(+"/(
!5-&)!/(71(&)3((N!(:,%8!/(
really hard and we changed a 
lot for this album.  This time 
:!(*+/(2,%!(-,"./!"-!(
with our songwriting, and we 
were able to go about things 
)*!("+)$%+6(:+13((T(:+#(+(6&))6!(
+G%+&/(,G()*!(7+-86+#*(+'+&"#)(
our more excessive side.  We 
#)&66(2+8!(",&#!3

!"$(#631#?*+#
5*3=/.4#*.#%.?#
.15#7%&13/%8#.*5>
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#,2!(0%,M!-)#(:!E%!(
:,%8&"'(,"3((<,-8!))(
[Pundt, guitarist] 
*+#(+(#&/!(0%,M!-)(
now called Lotus Plaza, he’s 
set to release a CD in March.  
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say is that there will be big 
news about a release coming 
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BC: Well we cancelled the 
),$%(G,%(#0!-&.-(%!+#,"#P(7$)(+(

lot of good things have come 
,$)(,G(&)3((TE2('!))&"'(7+-8(),(
watching movies and reading 
7,,8#P(M$#)(7!&"'(+(%!+6(0!%#,"P(
7!&"'(&"#0&%!/3((TE>!(7!!"(
watching a ton of movies, actu-
ally.  Going from one hotel to 
+",)*!%(&#(8&"/(,G(6&8!(7!&"'(&"(
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weird era
 A Q&A with Deer-
hunter’s Bradford Cox

Interview by Caitlin Dewey & Tuan Le
Photos by Robin Adams
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Q&A with 

Hipster Runoff is culturally relevant. 
Carles, the brilliant yet elusive master-
mind behind the blog, covers anything 
that is slightly left of the mainstream. 
20 Watts recently sat down to an 
Internet chat with Carles, to see what 
makes him and his blog tick. 

VITAL STATS
Name: “Carles”
Occupation: Blogger
Off the Internet: “just ‘some bro’”
Website: http://www.hipsterrunoff.com

I think the conceptual execution of the blog is better when you don’t have 
the face of some asshole in your mind typing all of this out. Kind of like 
when bloggers have their picture in the sidebar. It just makes it weird. I just 
think with how Internet culture and social media works these days, anonym-
ity makes everyone feel more comfortable to be open. 

Why is your anonymity so important to you?20 W

So what’s your “real job?”20 W

I’m a systems analyst, but I have the luxury of getting to waste a signi!cant 
amount of time on the Internet. I feel like that is our generation’s ‘dream job’ 
out of college, at least for people who ‘aren’t special’ and will probably end up 
having a job that they aren’t very satis!ed with for the rest of their lives.’  

Carles

Would you consider yourself a “hipster?”

I feel like more of a ‘functional member of society.’ I don’t think many 
people would declare themselves to actually ‘be hipsters,’ but maybe they 
would admit to being ‘embedded in hipster culture,’ whether it is in real life 
in a major city, or even people who live their lives on the Internet. 

20 W

Is it your voice in your podcasts? Are you worried someone will recognize 
you from them?

20 W

20 W

20 W

20 W

20 W

Yeah, it is my voice. I mean I’m sure eventually I will be ‘uncovered’ and it 
won’t really be a big deal. I am working on some music stuff that will eventu-
ally require touring, so it’s all just a matter of time. 

What kind of music stuff?

The HIPSTER RUNOFF EP. Original songs by Carles of the popular weblog 
Hipster Runoff. While I spend a lot of time critiquing bands and music and 
art, I need to get more vulnerable and open myself up to criticism.  

Can you de!ne the music genre bloghouse/post-bloghouse?

Bloghouse is a genre of pop and electronic music which gained appeal in the 
mp3 blogosphere. It peaked in early 2008 until it became super-saturated 
with remixes. Post-bloghouse is what music will sound like the year after I 
release my EP. 

What are your favorite bands/songs/albums?

Right now, my favourite albums are Grizzly Bear’s Veckatimest and Phoenix’s 
Wolfgang Amadeus Phoenix. I think both of them come out in a month or two, 
but you can probably Google them to !nd the leak. I will probably have a 
new favourite song/album/band next week. 

What do you think the best releases of 2009 have been thus far/what re-
leases are you looking forward to this year?

I think I’m supposed to say that Animal Collective is the best band of the de-
cade, and that nothing will compare to their album Merriweather Post Pavilion 
for a very long time. 

Hipster Runoff

Carles

Interview by Caitlin Dewey
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Carles

You said recently: “I’ve seen a lot in my days as an mp3 blogger. I’ve seen 
the rise of buzz bands, the backlash against bands, mediocre bands become 
‘great,’ and even bands that are ‘good’ get close to no coverage.” What are 
some buzzworthy bands that didn’t deserve it? And some good bands that 
got no coverage?

20 W

I feel like a lot of bands probably don’t deserve coverage, but sometimes a 
few that show promise to ‘be pretty good’ aren’t really incubated to maxi-
mize their potential. It seems like a lot of independent labels go with famil-
iarity as opposed to working with an emerging artist. I just feel like there’s a 
lot of music that isn’t made because it isn’t worth a band’s/producer’s/musi-
cian’s time to actually make it since it won’t be covered. 

20 W

Whose fault is that? The media’s? The blogosphere’s?

 I think it’s dif!cult for a media outlet or large web publication to cover 
something new and relatively unknown because it isn’t as interesting as 
an established band. It won’t attract as many readers. It would be more 
pro!table to publish a ‘story’ about Ben Gibbard getting stung by a scorpion 
instead of ‘introducing a new band.’ But I think that’s how the whole media 
world has always worked. 

20 W

I think we value bands less because they are more of ‘webpages that we 
scroll by’ on the Internet. As our lives have become more iTunes/iPod-cen-
tric, our interpretation of what we are supposed to value from a band has 
changed. We just need as many mp3s as possible to build a complete library 
of today’s most relevant music. 

Is that because of the Internet?

Carles

20 W

20 W

20 W

How do you think the Internet is changing music media?

I think I am the most radical example of how the Internet has changed music 
media. I am just an anonymous bro publishing opinions and evaluating music. 
People read outlets like Pitchfork, Stereogum and GorillaVsBear for different 
reasons, but mainly because they feel comfortable with the ‘version of reality’ 
that these sites portray. I think increased bandwidth has allowed us to con-
sume more mp3s and videos, but this makes it even easier for the consumer 
to evaluate and move on after only listening to a few seconds of a song. 

What are your plans for Hipster Runoff in the future?

I’m not sure. I am at a weird point of ‘being pretty big’ and ‘getting main-
streamer,’ but still trying to manage my ‘authentic brand’ and not lose read-
ership by ‘becoming just like any other alternative website.’ 

Do you have any advice for aspiring music bloggers?

1. Have an opinion.  2. Spend time writing quality posts instead of relying on 
posting mp3s.  3. Don’t expect to become ‘the next Pitchfork.’  4. Don’t give up 
after posting two times and feeling helpless because nobody came to your blog. 
5. Don’t bombard people from your real life with your music blog. Go after an 
audience who is interested in reading music blogs.

20 W Do you actually think that?

 I think it was pretty alright, but probably not as ‘good,’ ‘accessible’ or ‘approach-
able’ as people think it is. I think that these days, your opinion of a band within a 
social context is more important than actually evaluating the band’s ‘art.’ 
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Photographic evidence that no 
space is too small for live music

By: Lucas McComb

Spacessmall
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709 Ackerman Ave

T *!(O%,,>!2!")(06+1!/(+)(cde(=-8!%2+"(Avenue at the end of February. By 
ffbgd( 0323( )*!( 7+"/( :+#( 06+1&"'( +"/( )*!(
0+##+'!#(,G()*!(-6,#!;S$+%)!%!/(*,$#!(:!%!(
-6,''!/3(K*!( #0+-!(:*!%!( )*!( 7+"/( 06+1!/(
*+/(6&))6!(%,,2P(2+8&"'(&)("!+%61(&20,##&76!(

),("+>&'+)!(+#()*!("&'*)($"G,6/!/3(R,2!(#,%)(
,G(2,$#)+-*!(-,">!")&,"(),,8(2$-*(,G()*!(
G,-$#(,GG()*!(7+"/P(+#()*!(#&F!(+"/(#*+0!(,G(
facial hair were being discussed and debated. 
K*%,$'*,$)()*!("&'*)P( )*!(+0+%)2!")(/%!:(
+( #,6&/( -%,:/P( $")&6( )*!( 0,6&-!( #*,:!/( $0(

and cut the night short. All in all, the 
=-8!%2+"( *,$#!( :+#( ',,/( G,%( +(
#*,:P()*,$'*()*!(#0+-&,$#(7+#!2!")(
could have been utilized  better for 
)*!(0+%)13

Bands and partygoers converge at 
709 Ackerman Avenue
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Metro Lounge & Cafe

T )*+-+( "+)&>!#(K*!( @$//*&( ,0!"!/( G,%( 6,-+6(G+>,%&)!#( R,0*&#)+G$"8( +)( A!)%,( <,$"'!( h(
D+G!( &"( 6+)!( `!7%$+%13( 9"61( ij( ),( gd( 0!,06!(
.66!/()*!(#0+-!(:*!"()*!(7+"/(#)+%)!/(),(06+1P(
and not many more came in throughout the 
#*,:3(=( 6+-8(,G(/+"-!(^,,%(+-)&>&)1( &"-%!+#!/(
)*!( +:8:+%/"!##( &"( )*!( %,,23( @$)( ","!( ,G(
that that seemed to matter for the six talented 
musicians onstage. Whatever the attendance, 
A!)%,(<,$"'!(&#(+(0,6&#*!/(>!"$!3

? $2+"(L&66&"'(A+-*&"!P( +( 6,-+6( G,$%;0&!-!(/!+)*(2!)+6(7+"/P(0%+-)&-!#(&"()*!(-,%"!%(
,G( )*!( 7+#!2!")( ,G( egj( =-8!%2+"( =>!"$!3(
N&)*( -+%0!)#( *$"'( G%,2( )*!( :+66#( +"/( 7!!%(
7,))6!#( 6&))!%&"'( )*!( ^,,%P( )*!( #0+-!( &#( )*!(
0!%G!-)(#!))&"'(),(!50!%&!"-!()*!(7+"/E#(7%!!/(
,G(#)%,"'P(G+#)P(#),"!%\/!+)*(2!)+6($0(-6,#!(+"/(
0!%#,"+63( U!#0&)!( )*!( 6,$/( >,6$2!( &"( #$-*( +(
#2+66( #0+-!P( +( 0+%)1( 0!%G,%2+"-!( *!%!(:,$6/(
",)(7!(,"!(",)(),(2&##3(TG(1,$E%!(#!!8&"'(0$%!P(
G+-!;2!6)&"'(2!)+6P(8!!0(+"(!1!(,$)(G,%(#*,:#(
71( ?$2+"( L&66&"'( A+-*&"!( +%,$"/( 4$-6&/(
Avenue in the near future.

935 Ackerman Ave
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fter recently returning to the 
Central New York area after living 
in New York City, Lisa Gentile was 
inspired to give back to the com-

munity. The method was crystal clear: Gentile, 
a longtime musician and Syracuse native, 
started the wellness organization Music Heals 
CNY, which uses live and recorded music as a 
means of lifting the spirits of patients of area 
hospitals.
      The organization takes advantage of the 
healing power of music by supplying acoustic 
performances to local medical centers for 
patients and families who are con!ned to 
the hospital and in need of a release. It also 
provides a diverse library of used music for 
patients and family members to enjoy during 
their stays.
      Anyone and everyone from all walks of 
music is encouraged to volunteer for the 
organization and/or donate CDs to the music 
library. Gentile is hoping for a wide variety of 
music for the CD library, but hopes the live 
performances to remain acoustic. 
      Gentile says the idea for Music Heals 
CNY was inspired by a similar organization in 
New York City called Musicians On Call.
       “Musicians On Call have branches 
spread throughout the states, but weren’t 
interested in Syracuse,” she says. “So I 

One local hopes to harness the power 
of music to heal others. 

by Veronica Boehm
Photo by Blake Rong

decided to take matters into my own hands 
and build on their idea. The difference is that 
I hope to focus on bene!t concerts, which 
will aim to help families in need of money for 
medical funds.”
      Gentile, who has performed at events for 
such charities as V-Day, the American Cancer 
Society and Empire State AIDS Ride, stressed her 
organization’s focus on bene!t concerts.
      “I would like families who need help paying 
their sick family members’ medical bills to be 
able to come to Music Heals CNY to raise 
money for them,” Gentile says.
      Although the foundation for Music Heals 
CNY has already been established, there have 
been some naturally anticipated roadblocks in 
reaching its desired status as an of!cial non-
pro!t organization.
      “I believe in the healing power of music,” 
Gentile says. “I always wanted to start a charity, 
but it has taken a long time to get it off the 
ground. Currently, it’s a matter of funding in 
order to be established as a non-pro!t and extra 
administrative help.”
      Gentile explains that in order to declare 
oneself a non-pro!t organization there is an 
initial fee of $3,000. Music Heals CNY has 
almost reached this goal thanks in part to 
Music Mavericks, a weekly series of open mic 
performance nights at the Opus Restaurant 

and Lounge in downtown Syracuse. Gentile es-
tablished the series to bring musicians within 
the Syracuse community together. So far, Music 
Mavericks has helped raise money for Music 
Heals CNY twice.
      Music has always been a key player in 
Gentile’s life. Her parents were performers and 
contributors to Motown Records, and Gentile, a 
musician herself, is currently working on writing 
and recording her fourth album. In 2007, her 
album, A Very Country Compilation, was awarded a 
Syracuse Area Music Award (SAMMY) for Best 
Country Recording.
      Her hope for the future is to focus on 
Music Heals CNY full-time while encompass-
ing her own talents in music and graphic 
design, through her boutique business.
      Gentile encourages students with simi-
lar ambitions and ideas to simply follow their 
dreams.
      “Especially at this age, where there’s little 
holding you back,” she says. “[If] it is something 
you believe in, there’s no reason not to. The 
more you give the more you get.” 

[For more information on Music Heals CNY 
or Lisa Gentile visit: www.myspace.com/musi-
chealscny or www.lisagentile.com.]

“The more 
you give, 
the more 
you get.”

23
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words By Hannah Warren
PHOTOS BY DANIELLE CARRICK

When     
the 

Morning 
Comes

Enter the Brewster apart-
ment that Dan Creahan 
and Sam Mason call 
home, and you’re almost 
certainly in for a surprise. 

Recently showered roommates join 
in discussion, barely wrapped in 
towels and dripping next to a drum 
kit in the apartment’s common 
room. Metal masks line the walls 
of their bedroom. Water heats up 
discreetly in a corner, waiting for the 
thirsty to choose just one variety of 
tea from an extensive selection.   

True to their surroundings, the 

partners of O, Morning Records are 
an eclectic match.   

Creahan and Mason met last 
year during freshman courses in 
the Bandier Program for Music and 
Entertainment Industries in Syra-
cuse University’s College of Visual 
and Performing Arts. As current 
sophomores, they are members of 
the !rst graduating class to pursue 
the Bandier curriculum for all four 
years. The program was created in 
June 2006. 

Both have extensive backgrounds 
in music. Mason, a native of Ithaca, 

How two students started a record 
label out of their dorm room 

Sarah Aument 
performs at an attic 
party in March 2009
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was a concert fanatic throughout 
his teens and wanted to organize 
his own shows. Creahan had played 
guitar in numerous bands and was 
an active member of the Buffalo 
music scene. They instantly hit it off, 
though they both put the record 
label idea aside during their !rst 
year at Syracuse.   

“We never really had the op-
portunity or the reason to start our 
own label,” Creahan recalls. “It was 
just something that got pushed to 
the back of our minds.”   

When they formed O, Morn-
ing Records, Creahan and Mason 
made the decision to keep it an 
artist-oriented effort. O, Morning is 
non-pro!t, and is already operating 

with a very limited budget.   
“Our budget is currently just the 

money we’ve made from shows.” 
Mason says. “Right now, that’s about 
$60. We spend what comes in from 
concerts, but so far most of what 
we’ve done has been free.” 

Creahan bounces slightly on his 
bed as he talks excitedly about the 
label’s inspiration and aspirations, 
making analogies, quoting mocku-
mentaries and punctuating interview 
conversation with jokes.  Mason 
calmly sits beside his computer, 
curled up comfortably in the cave 
made by the bunk above him and 
scrolls through marketing plans for 
O, Morning’s one and only artist: 
Sarah Aument.   

A native of Eastern Pennsylvania, 
Aument’s style is in"uenced by the 
likes of Radiohead, Feist, Death Cab 
for Cutie and Chris Martin. A daugh-
ter of two marching band sweet-
hearts, Aument has been a musician 
since elementary school, playing the 
trombone, singing in show choir and 
now strumming along on the guitar.   

Aument asserts that Mason and 
Creahan are an ideal match. Mason, 
she says, is “good at doing the little 
things” and being organized and 
detail-oriented, while Creahan is 
“the believer, excited about the big 
things” and enthusiastic about daily 
events.   

“This is what they want, and 
they’re beginning their careers 

early,” Aument says. “I’m just glad to 
be along for the ride.”   

Starting a record label was what 
Creahan calls a “latent dream” he’s 
always had. Until recently, however, 
the two friends hadn’t given the idea 
much thought.  

“I’d always thought about major 
record labels as reactionary, not 
really a proactive force in music,” 
admits Mason. “They had an evil 
connotation to me.”   

Since then, things have certainly 
changed.   

Most recently, O, Morning’s 
efforts have resulted in interviews 
with multimedia streaming websites, 
an EP release and multiple local 
bookings. The label now hosts a 
blog, which will advertise updates 
and speci!cs for Aument’s perfor-
mances. Samples of her music can be 
found on her MySpace page, and her 
Facebook fan page sends perfor-
mance updates.   

Down Right Studios, run by 
SU students Lucas Sacks, Dan 
DiPasquale and Aaron Gittleman, 
has been invaluable to O, Morning 
Records. The three are freshmen 
in the Bandier program who also 
live in Brewster Hall and are friends 
of Mason and Creahan. They have 
produced Aument’s EP, which Mason 
says is crucial for creating a follow-
ing for her music.   

“Developing a steady fan base 
is step one to success, and getting 
Sarah onto peoples’ iPods is crucial 
to do that,” says Mason.   

O, Morning’s “artist !rst” 
mentality has held true from the 
very beginning, because Mason and 
Creahan started the label for a 
very close friend. The two had met 
Aument through a mutual friend 
and heard her play at an unplanned 
group jam session. They were im-
mediately impressed, and the record 
label idea was resurrected after that 
!rst meeting.   

“We created the label around 
Sarah, and all our efforts are for 
her,” says Creahan.   

_________
“Our 
budget is 
currently 
just the 
money 
we’ve 
made 
from 
shows. 
Right 
now 
that’s 
about 
$60.”

Sarah 
Aument 

performs 
at an attic 

party in 
March 

2009 with 
drummer 

Michael 
McNeill-

Martinez 
and 

bassist 
Sam 

Mason.
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Together, Creahan and Mason 
have developed an understanding of 
the musical frontier in Syracuse, and 
are optimistic that their new label 
will be able to create a niche for 
itself in the local music scene. 

“It’s really what you make of it,” 
he says. But both he and Mason cite 
Ra Ra Riot’s success as a testament 
that anything is possible, even in 
Syracuse.  

Mason and Creahan’s creation 
is an entity all its own, independent 
from SU and both Bandier-af!liated 

labels. While this speaks volumes 
about O, Morning’s innovative vision 
and allows its founders complete say 
over its direction, it also means that 
it cannot receive school funding.   

However, David Rezak, direc-
tor of the Bandier Program, salutes 
Mason and Creahan for beginning 
their own business early in their 
educations.   

“One of the pillars of the 
Bandier program is ‘why wait?’” 
Rezak says. “This is an excellent 
environment in which to begin your 

own business. There’s really no 
reason not to.”    

Rezak cites the New Jersey-
based hardcore music label Trustkill 
Records, which started out small 
like O, Morning and has endured 
and prospered, to drive home the 
point that everyone must start 
somewhere. 

“Failing completely and falling 
on your face is very instructive,” he 
says. “So is running a business that 
thrives. Success or no, doing is a 
great learning experience.”   

As for the legacy of O, Morning, 
Creahan and Mason aren’t entirely 
sure what’s in store for the future. 
Aument is and will remain their 
primary focus and probably their 
only artist for a long time. But when 
asked about what sort of artists 
could pique their interest, they were 
purposely vague. “Talented ones,” 
said Mason. “If we wanted to sign 
another artist, we’d look for some-
one with a range and marketability 
to the university scene.”  

Aument has proven to have both 
of the above. “Music is a part of me, 
and I think that true music fans get 
that,” she says.   

Audiences are responding to Au-
ment’s personality and style; crowds 
grow at each of her concerts and 
the EP release party already prom-
ises to be well attended. But Aument 
insists she still doesn’t know what 
she wants to be when she grows up.   

“I wouldn’t mind if my career 
were more "uid,” she says. “I could 
be a carpenter, a pizza man or a bal-
lerina…a job is just a way to make 
money. I know every day will come 
with ups and downs, but my goal is 
just to be happy with whatever I end 
up doing.”   

That doesn’t mean to say that 
Aument will let her college years 
and opportunities here in Syracuse 
pass her by, and she admires the 
efforts of her label-creators.

“This is what [Dan and Sam] 
want, they’re beginning their own 
careers early,” she says. “Living so 
close together, in the same commu-
nity, it’s easy to be so passionate.” 

 Links:
O Morning blog: 

omorning.blogspot.com
Sarah Aument MySpace page: 
     myspace.com/sarahaument

Aument 
pauses 

to re-
tune and 

interact 
with her 

audience 
during a 

show

Aument 
works on 
a song 
with O, 
Morning 
Records 
co-
founder 
Dan 
Creahan
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Peter Bjorn and John - Living Thing
RATING: 8.5
Release date: March 30th
Genre:  =6)!%"+)&>!(Q,0\46!-)%,(
Sounds like: O,%&66+FP(AOAKP(D6+0(C,$%(
?+"/#(R+1(C!+*P(@6,-(Q+%)1
Top Tracks: (WB,)*&"'(K,(N,%%1(=7,$)PX((
WT)(U,"E)(A,>!(A!PX((W<+1(&)(U,:"PX(W@6$!(
Period Picasso”
Factoids: 
k(Q@I released four albums before Living Thing

k(K*!&%(.%#)('&'(:+#(,"(+(7,+)(&"(R),-8*,62

REVIEW:
Living ThingE#( 0,0( #,"'#( +%!( ,"61( 2+)-*!/(

71( Q!)!%( @M,%"( +"/( I,*"E#( !")&-&"'( !"!%'1( +"/(
-%!+)&>!(&"#)&"-)3(K*&#(7+"/(&#(-*+"'&"'(0,0(2$#&-3
K*!( >!%#+)&6!( R:!/&#*( )%&,( !50!%&2!")#( :&)*(

"!:(#,$"/#(+"/(&"#)%$2!")#(,"(!>!%1()%+-8(:*&6!(
76+#)&"'( 7$20&"'( 0,0( 7!+)#( +"/( *!+%);:+%2&"'(
6$66+7&!#3(T)(,GG!%#(!5-&)&"'61(/&GG!%!")(*+%2,"&!#(+"/(
0,0(%&GG#(,"(!>!%1()%+-8(:&)*,$)(6,#&"'(&)#(-,66!-)&>!(
&/!")&)13( Q@I( +%!( +)( )*!&%( 7!#)( :*!"( )*!1E%!( M$#)(
having fun, and Living Thing #&2061(#,$"/#(6&8!()*%!!(
best friends doing what they love. 
B,)*&"'( %,-8#( *+%/!%( ,"( )*!( +67$2( )*+"(

WB,)*&"'( ),(N,%%1( =7,$)3X( <&8!( WC,$"'( `,68#X(
from Writer’s BlockP( Q@I( $#!( ,$)#&/!( >,-+6#( ),(
+20( $0( )*!( #,"'P( 7$)( &"#)!+/( ,G( &">&)&"'(]&-),%&+(
@!%'#2+"P()*!1($#!(+(-*,&%(,G(*&'*;0&)-*!/(>,&-!#(
),( #&"'( +6,"'#&/!( )*!( -*,%$#3(WU,( )*&#( )*&"'\K*&#(
)10!(,G()*&"'\Q$)(+(6&))6!(2,"!1(&"()*&#()10!(,G()*&"'\T(
',)(",)*&"'(),(:,%%1(+7,$)\T(',)(",)*&"'(),(:,%%1(
+7,$)3X(K,(-,206!2!")()*!(-+)-*1(61%&-#P(Q@I(%&0#(+(
/!+/61(7+##( 6&"!( )*+)(,"!(-+"E)(*!60(7$)(/+"-!( ),3(
The microcosm of their genius is the way they mix 
+"/(-,206!2!")(#,$"/#( &"( )*!&%(#,"'#P(2$-*( 6&8!(
O%!''(O&66&#(,G(O&%6(K+68(2!#*!#(*&#(#,"'#3
K*!(+67$2('%&0#(1,$(71($#&"'(",)(,"61(/&GG!%!")(

beats and styles in each song, but also different 
&"#)%$2!")#3( WK*!( `!!6&"'X( #)+%)#( :&)*( +( )%&7+6(
/%$2P(7!+)&"'():&-!(!>!%1(G!:(#!-,"/#(+"/(0&-8#(
$0(G+#)!%(+"/(G+#)!%3((=G)!%(!+-*(/%$2(7!+)P(

Q@I( G,66,:#( :&)*( ):,( 7!!0&"'( !6!>+),%( #,$"/#3(
9"( )*!( "!5)( #,"'P( WT)( U,"E)( A,>!( A!PX( )*!1(
-*+"'!( &)( $0( +"/( $#!( +( /!!0;),"!/( 0&+",( >!%#!(
behind whistling sounds and weaving bass lines. 
T)E#( !50!%&2!")+)&,"( 6&8!( )*&#( )*+)( 2+8!#( Living 

Thing #,(>!%#+)&6!3(B,(/,$7)P(Q@I(2+8!(0,0(2$#&-P(
7$)( )*!1(+6#,(-*+66!"'!(:*+)(/!."!#(+(0,0(#,"'(
)*%,$'*()*!&%(!50!%&2!")+)&,"3

Living Thing( !27,/&!#( +( -*&6/;6&8!( !")*$#&+#2(
+"/( !"!%'1( $"6&8!( +"1( ,)*!%( +67$2( &"( %!-!")(
memory. There’s nothing overtly serious or 
#$0!%.-&+6( +7,$)( Q!)!%( A,%!"E#( -+62&"'( >,&-!P(
",%( &#( )*!%!( +"1)*&"'( )*%!+)!"&"'( +7,$)( I,*"(
4%&8##,"E#(#,$6G$6(/%$22&"'3(T"(W<+1(&)(U,:"PX(Q@I(
#*,:(,GG()*!&%(06+1G$6"!##(71(:%&)&"'(G$""1(-*,%$#(
61%&-#b(W?!1P(#*$)()*!( G$-8($0(7,1\(C,$E%!(#)+%)&"'(
),( 0&##(2!( ,GG\K+8!( 1,$%( *+"/#( ,GG( )*+)( '&%6\C,$(
*+>!(+6%!+/1(*+/(!",$'*ZX(Q@I(/,"E)(:%&)!(N!&%/(
=6(61%&-#P(",%(/,()*!1(*+>!(+(6+F1(#,$"/3(K*!1(06+1(
:&)*(-,">&-)&,"(+"/(!5!-$)&,"P(7$)()*!1(+6#,(8",:(
that they have to have  fun doing it.

Living Thing( &#( +"( !"/!+%&"'( +67$2( )*+)( %,-8#(
M$#)( +#(*+%/( +#( &)(2+8!#( 1,$(:+")( ),(/+"-!( +"/(
#2&6!3( U!#0&)!( *&'*( !50!-)+)&,"#( +G)!%( Writer’s 

BlockP()*&#(G,66,:;$0(/,!#"E)(/&#+00,&")3

;;I!))(N!66#P(D,;_!>&!:#(4/&),%

Reviews

ART --Alex Biegler
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The Decemberists – The Hazards of Love
RATING: 4.0

Release Date: March 24th
Genre: Electronic
Sounds Like: ?&'*(Q6+-!#P(@6+-8(A,)*(R$0!%(_+&"7,:
Top Tracksb(WR",,8!%!/X(+"/(WN,,G((N,,GX
Factoids: 
k( U!+-,"( &#( +( 2!27!%( ,G(N*+2( D&)1P( +"( +%)&#)(
collective in Baltimore, Maryland.
k(?!(*+#(+"(A`=(&"(!6!-)%,;+-,$#)&-(+"/(-,20$)!%(
2$#&-(-,20,#&)&,"3
k(?&#(G$"(6&>!(#*,:(&">,6>!#(+$/&!"-!(0+%)&-&0+)&,"(
&">,6>&"'(/+"-!(,GG#(,%(,)*!%(0*1#&-+6('+2!#3

REVIEW:
On Bromst, Dan Deacon continues to create an 

!6!-)%,"&-(!-#)+#1(,G(#$'+%-,+)!/(#,$"/#(;(06+1G$6(
+"/( &"-%!/&761( &")%&-+)!3( (N*+)(#!0+%+)!#(U!+-,"(
from other electronic artists armed with Ableton 
&#()*+)(*!(+&2#(),(-%!+)!(+(2,%!(W,%'+"&-X(#,$"/3
K*&#( #!6G;/!#-%&7!/( W/+%8!%X( +67$2( &#( ",)(

#,(2$-*( ,G( +( /!0+%)$%!( +#( &)( &#( +(2+)$%+)&,"( G,%(
U!+-,"P(:*&-*(&#(!5+-)61(:*+)(*!(+#0&%!/(),(+G)!%(*&#(
W:+-81X(Spiderman of the Rings(Yiddc[3(N&)*(Bromst, 
U!+-,"( )+8!#( *&#( !6!-)%,"&-( #,6,( 0!%G,%2+"-!(
),( +( G$66( 7+"/P( )%+"#-%&7&"'(*&#( #,"'#( ),(7!(06+1!/(
for live shows.  The huge band consists of eight 
0!%-$##&,"&#)#P( .>!( !6!-)%,"&-( 2$#&-&+"#( Y&"-6$/&"'(
himself) and two guitarists— all from other bands 
6&8!( Q,"1)+&6P(]&/!,*&00,#P( =/>!")$%!( +"/( `$)$%!(
T#6+"/#( G%,2(*&#(+/,0)!/(*,2!),:"(,G(@+6)&2,%!3((
T)E#( +"( !0&-( +-*&!>!2!")(:*!%!( *!( -%!+)!#( +( G$661(
*$2+"(!50!%&!"-!(&"(+"(!6!-)%,"&-(2!/&$23(

U!+-,"( )+8!#( $#( ,"( +( )*%&66&"'( %&/!( :&)*(
2,2!")#( ,G( !$0*,%&+( ),"!/( /,:"( 71( #6,:!%P(
2,,/&!%(0&!-!#3( ( 4>!"( &G( 1,$(/,"E)( 6&8!(U!+-,"E#(
weird sound, you cannot deny his raw talent.  Each 
#,"'( &#( .66!/(:&)*( 6+1!%#($0,"( 6+1!%#(,G( -,206!5(
*+%2,"&!#P( 0!%-$##&,"( +"/( >,-+6#3( ( T)E#( +62,#)(
$"7!6&!>+76!()*+)( )*!#!(#,"'#(:&66(7!(06+1!/(:&)*(
a live band.  
?&'*6&'*)#( &"-6$/!( WR",,8!%!/PX( +"( !&'*);

2&"$)!(7+66+/()*+)(6!+/#(&"),(W9G()*!(A,$")+&"#PX(
which reminds one of a hunt for the Gingerbread 
A+"3((K*!"()*!%!E#(WN,,G(N,,GPX(+(/+"-!;:,%)*1(
)%+-8(:&)*(:+%0!/(>,-+6#3((K*!(,//!#)(#,"'(,G()*!(
+67$2(&#($"/,$7)!/61(WN!)(N&"'#PX(:*&-*(#!!2#(
,$)( ,G( 06+-!(:&)*&"( )*!( #-,0!( ,G( )*!( +67$2P( 7$)(
&")!%!#)&"'( +#( +( #)+"/+6,"!( )%+-83( (N&)*( +66( )*!(
-%+F1(-,20,#&)&,"#P(!+-*(6&#)!"()*%,$'*()*!(+67$2(
reveals something new.

While Bromst(2&'*)(",)(7!(!>!%1,"!E#( -$0(,G(
)!+P()*,#!(:*,()+8!(+(#&0(:&66(7!(06!+#+")61(#$%0%&#!/3((
B,)(),,(#:!!)3((B,)(),,(*,)3((T)E#(M$#)(%&'*)3

;;K$+"(<!P(D,;_!>&!:#(4/&),%

Dan Deacon – Bromst
RATING: 8.5

Reviews

Release: March 24th
Sounds like:(<!/(J!00!6&"P(C!#P(=""!(@%&''#
Top Tracks:(WA+%'+%!)(&"()*!(K+&'+PX(WK*!(N+")-
&"'(D,2!#(&"(N+>!#\_!0+&/PX(W=""+"(N+)!%X
Factoids:
k(K*!(,G.-&+6(7+"/(/%&"8(&#(9%+'&"+
k(K*!(U!-!27!%&#)#(+%!(G%,2(Q,%)6+"/P(9%!',"
k(K*!1($#!(&"#)%$2!")#(6&8!()*!(?+22,"/(9%'+"

REVIEW:
While 2006’s The Crane Wife saw Colin Meloy 

+"/(D,3()%!+/(#,G)61(,"(0%,'%!##&>!;%,-8('%,$"/P(
The Hazards of Love(&#(+(G$66;^!/'!/(WG,68(,0!%+X(
)*+)(G,66,:#(+(#&"'6!("+%%+)&>!3(T)E#(",)(!5+-)61()*!(
7+"/E#( 8&##( ,G( /!+)*P( 7$)( &)( &#( #+G!( ),( #+1( )*!#!(
,6/;#)16!( %,-8!%#( *+>!( 0$#*!/( )*!( '!"%!( +#( G+%(
as it will go.
Q$66&"'(*!+>&61(G%,2()*!(Vld#(@%&)&#*(G,68(

revival, The Hazards of Love(,>!%^,:#(:&)*(
chugging guitar riffs and organ movements.  
A!6,1('!)#(-+$'*)($0(:%&)&"'(+(#),%1(+7,$)(
21#)&-+6(-%!+)$%!#(H(,G)!"(+)()*!(!50!"#!(,G(
his famously arcane vocabulary and inventive 
%*12!(#-*!2!#3(T"#)!+/P(*!(.66#()*!(+67$2(:&)*(

%!0!)&)&>!(
chord 
0%,'%!##&,"#(
+"/(0*%+#!#(
6&8!(W)*!(:+")&"'(-,2!#(&"(:+>!#3X

What saves the album from its excesses are 
its softer acoustic moments and stellar female 
'$!#)( +00!+%+"-!#3( <+>!"/!%( U&+2,"/E#( @!-81(
R)+%8(6!"/#(!)*!%!+6(>,-+6#(),(*!%(%,6!(+#(6!+/&"'(
lady Margaret, while My Brightest Diamond’s 
R*+%+(N,%/!"($#!#(*!%(0,:!%G$6(0&0!#(),(&"/$-!(
fear as the forest queen.

Hazards( :&66( "!>!%( 7!( &Q,/;%!+/13( T)( 6+-8#(
)*%!!;2&"$)!( G,68;0,0( '!2#( 6&8!( WK*!( 4"'&"!(
U%&>!%X( )*+)( 2+/!( +"( +67$2( 6&8!( Picaresque 
+--!##&76!(/!#0&)!(&)#(+7#$%/&)&!#3(K*&#(G+")+#)&-+6(
-,"-!0)(+67$2(/!2+"/#(G$66(-,22&)2!")(+66()*!(
way through, and no listener can be blamed for 
",)()+8&"'(&)(),,(#!%&,$#61(H(,%(G+&6&"'(),(2+8!(&)(
)*%,$'*()*!(#),%1;6&8!(61%&-#(&"(,"!(#&))&"'3

;;I$6&+(=#8!"+#!

FG#H%#H%#H/*&
!G#I*0.#J%?13
KG#L0/.?#M*?#N+.'
OG#PQ#N*
RG#S/%7#T#J1

Top 5 Bands better in 
concert than on their records

Top Five Bands to  
Fall Asleep To:
1) Explosions in the Sky
2) Sigur Rós
3) My Bloody Valentine
4) Beach House
5) Bon Iver
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Release Date: March 24th
Genre:(_!)%,(O+%+'!;_,-8
Sounds Like: K*!(?&>!#E(Veni Vidi Vicious 
when it turns 55, wears cardigan 
sweaters and subscribes to AARP

 Top tracks: (WN*+)E-*+(O,""+(U,(=7,$)(T)X(WR*$)(U,:"(Q)P(iX(
WK*!(L&/(N&)*(K*!(_!06+-!+76!(?!+/X

Factoids: 
k(D,"/,(`$-8#(Y/!#0&)!(-6+&2&"'(),(7!(G%,2(B!:(<,"/,"P(D,""3[(
#*+%!()*!(#+2!()*%!!(2!27!%#(+#(?,7,8!"P(B3I3E#(C,(<+(K!"',3(
k(Fuckbook is an 11-song album of covers of songs from bands 
6&8!(K*!(L&"8#(+"/(K*!(K%,''#3(
k(T"(feedP(C,(<+(K!"',(&##$!/(Fakebook, an album of mostly covers.

Condo Fucks - Fuckbook
RATING: 4.0

REVIEW:
K*!(#,$"/(&"(D,"/,(`$-8E#(Fuckbook is every 

bit as immature as the title.
K!"(#!-,"/#(,G(#&6!"-!(',(71(7!G,%!(G!!/7+-8(

starts and a sixteenth-note drum lead-in 
&")%,/$-!#(WN*+)E-*+(O,""+(U,(=7,$)(T)3X((K*!(
)%+-8(*+#(+(-+)-*1(#&"';+;6,"'(-*,%$#(+"/(G!+)$%!#(
a raw sound quality that might as well have come 
G%,2(+(7+#!2!")(,"(4$-6&/(=>!"$!3( T)E#( )*!(8&"/(
,G(#,$"/()*+)(:&66(+''%+>+)!():!")1;.%#)(-!")$%1(
2$#&-( G+"#( :*,( 6&>!( G,%( 0,6&#*!/P( =$),;K$"!;
treated vocals. The raw quality is cool for a few 
songs to give the album some variety and a nice 
contrast for those willing to listen. 
K*!(D,"/,(`$-8#( G;$0(71(/,&"'( )*&#( G,%( )*!(

whole album.  Fuckbook is an album with a lot of 

%!0!)&)&>!()*!2!#b(#,"'#(:&)*(,"!(-,"#)+")('$&)+%(
riff, distorted sound with vocals you can barely 
$"/!%#)+"/P( 2+"1( @$//1( ?,661;!#S$!( #&206&#)&-(
7+##( 6&"!#3( T)( 6!+>!#( 1,$( &"#)+")61( G,%'!))&"'(
&"/&>&/$+6( )%+-8#( 71( )*!( !"/3(K*+)E#( ",)( ),( #+1(
#,2!( #,"'#( +%!"E)( :,%)*( %!0!+)&"'( Y#!!( W),0(
)%+-8#X[(,%()*+)()*!(+67$2(/,!#"E)(^,:(:!663(

Fuckbook( 7!-,2!#( 7+-8'%,$"/( 2$#&-3( T)E#(
ambient noise you might hear for a minute and a 
half in some Quentin Tarantino or Wes Anderson 
.623(K*!&%( #,$"/( G!!6#( ,$)/+)!/( :&)*( +66( ,G( )*!(
%,-8(2$#&-(7!&"'( %!6!+#!/( ),/+13( T)(/,!#"E)( '%+7(
6&#)!"!%#(6&8!(&)(2&'*)(*+>!(&"()*!(!%+(,G(K*!(L&"8#3((

;;B+)!(A+))&#!

...Hip-Hop Artists
1)A Tribe Called Quest
2)Dr. Dre
3)Kanye West
4)Run-DMC
5)Eminem

...“Top 40”
1) “Live Your Life,” T.I. feat. Rihanna
2) “Just Dance,” Lady GaGa feat. Colby O’Donis
3) Crack a Bottle,” Eminem feat. Dr. Dre & 50 Cent
4) “Hot N Cold,” Katy Perry
5)“Single Ladies (Put a Ring On It),” Beyonce

...Metal Bands of all Time
f[(L,%"
i[(_+'!(='+&"#)()*!(A+-*&"!
3) Metallica
m[(R1#)!2(,G(+(U,:"
j[(O$"#(BE(_,#!#

Top 5...

Release Date: February 24th
Genre:(<,;`&P(T"/&!;Q$"8
Sounds Like: K*!(R),,'!#P(K*!(L&"8#
Top Tracks: WK+8!(A1(?!+%)PX(W@&'(
@6+-8(@+71(I!#$#(9G(K,/+1X(+"/(
WR*,%)(`$#!X
Factoids:
k(O$&)+%&#)(D,6!(=6!5+"/!%(>,2&)#(
frequently due to a stomach disorder
k(N*!"()*!(7+"/(%!-,%/!/(Los Valientes del Mondo 

Nuevo at a free show in Tijuana, vagrants crashed 
)*!(0+%)1(G,%()*!(G%!!()!S$&6+(+"/(K!-+)!3
k(K*!(7+"/(^!/(T"/&+(2&/;),$%()*&#(I+"$+%1($"/!%(
/$%!##(G%,2()*!(K+2&6(0,6&-!(+G)!%(#)%&00&"'("+8!/(
+"/(8&##&"'(!+-*(,)*!%(,"(#)+'!3(
 
Review:
@6+-8(<&0#(8!!0(&)(6,;.3(K*!(#)16!(/!."!#()*!2P(

:*!"()*!1E%!(",)(7+%."'(&"(7$-8!)#(,%(2+8&"'(,$)(
:&)*( !+-*( ,)*!%( ,"#)+'!3(K*!&%( 7%+"/( ,G( 0$"8;
&"#0&%!/(Vld#('+%+'!(%,-8(&#(",)*&"'(#0!-&+6P(#,()*!1(
%!-,%/(+67$2#(),(#,$"/(6&8!(&)E#(femn3(K*!1E>!(/,"!(
it since day one, and it’s the same on 200 Million 

Thousand. 
K*!('&22&-8(#*,$6/(7!()&%!#,2!(+)()*&#(0,&")(

H(+"1(7+"/(-,$6/(#,$"/(7!))!%()*+"()*&#()*%,$'*(

+( 6+0),0( 2&-%,0*,"!3( @$)( '&>!"( )*!(
+:G$6( 2$#&-&+"#*&0( +"/( :+%76&"'P(
+),"+6( >,-+6#P( )*!( #*&)( 0%,/$-)&,"(
+-)$+661(:,%8#(&"()*!(=)6+")+(S$+%)!)E#(
G+>,%3( T)( #,$"/#( 6&8!( )*!1( %!-,%/!/(
in a studio built with wet cardboard 
7,5!#P( #,( !>!%1( -6+2( +"/( /%,00!/(
7!+)( &#( 2$G^!/3(=66( )*+)E#( 6!G)( &#( )*!(
'%$"'1( +))&)$/!o( 2,%!( :!!/( #2,8!(
)*+"(:*&#8!1(#,$%P(&)(-+%%&!#()*!(@6+-8(

<&0#(+7,$)(*+6G:+1()*%,$'*()*!(/&#-3(
K*!(',,/(Y.%#)[(*+6G(7,$"-!#(+6,"'(06!+#+")61P(

:&)*( -+)-*1( #$%G;%,-8( /&))&!#( 6&8!( WU%$'#X( +"/(
R),,'!#(0%,),;0$"8( )%+-8#( 6&8!(WK+8!(A1(?!+%)3X(
K*!(06,//&"'(WK%+00!/(&"(+(@+#!2!")X(%!-+66#(K*!(
U,,%#( +)( I&2( A,%%&#,"E#( 2,#)( 0+%+",&/P( :*&6!(
200E#(,)*!%(0#1-*!/!6&-(M+2P(WR*,%)(`$#!PX(#,$"/#(
6&8!(+(7,27(#!)(),(!506,/!(+#()*!(,%'+"(#:!66#(),(
a climax.  

Then, side B grinds to a halt. The most 
&")!%!#)&"'(7&)#(+%!()*!(#+206!#o(!>!%1)*&"'(!6#!(&#(
M$#)(#+-86!##P(/%+:";,$)(.66!%3(=00+%!")61(%&00&"'(+(
7,"'(+"/(0%!##&"'(+(%!-,%/(:,%8#(+7,$)(*+6G()*!(
time. 200 could have been a great EP, but it’s a half-
assed album.  

--Liam McCabe

Black Lips - 200 Million Thousand 
RATING: 7.0

Release Date: March 24th
Genre:(T"/&!P(46!-)%,"&-P(Q,0
Sounds Like: D+%&7,$P(?,)(D*&0P(L&"'#(
of Convenience
Top Tracks: WQ+%+66!6(<&"!#X(+"/(
W?+F!6X
Factoids: 
k(I$"&,%(@,1#(*+&6(G%,2(D+"+/+(7$)(
/,"E)(-,"#&/!%()*!2#!6>!#(+(0+%)(,G(
the country’s music scene.
k(=)()*!(+'!(,G(flP(2!27!%(I!%!21(O%!!"#0+"(
)+68!/(*&#(:+1(&"),(+"(!"'&"!!%&"'(M,7(+)(+(#)$/&,(
:*!%!(*!(6!+%"!/()*!(%!-,%/&"'(0%,-!##3
k(Q%!>&,$#(G$66;6!"')*(So This Is Goodbye was short-
listed for the Canadian Polaris Music Prize in 
iddcP(7$)($6)&2+)!61(/&/(",)(:&"3

Review:
K*!( 9")+%&,( !6!-)%,;0,0( /$,( I$"&,%( @,1#E(

latest album Begone Dull Care seems to embrace 
+(/&GG!%!")(+00%,+-*(),(!6!-)%,"&-(2$#&-3(K*!(@,1#(
*+>!(-%!+)!/(+"(+67$2(2,%!(+00%,0%&+)!( G,%( )*!(
7!/%,,2()*+"(+"1(/+"-!(^,,%3((
R!5&"!##(2$#)(7!(,"()*!($0#:&"'(&"()*!('!"%!P(

seeing as of Montreal recently released Skeletal 

LampingP( +"( +67$2( -*,-8;G$66( ,G( 0,0( #,"'#( 6+-!/(
with racy lyrics. Begone( #)+1#( )%$!( ),( I$"&,%(@,1#E(

!6!-)%,"&-(%,,)#(7$)()$%"#($0()*!(*!+)(
61%&-+661P(:&)*(6&"!#(6&8!(WT(#!!(1,$(7!))!%(
:*!"()*!(6&'*)#(+%!(,$)X(G%,2(W@&)#(="/(
Q&!-!#X(+"/()*!(%!0!+)!/(:*&#0!%(,G(W#,(
:,%8(&)(7+71(:,%8(&)X(&"(WN,%83X(4>!"(
&G( )*!(#,"'(/,!#"E)(!506&-&)61( %!G!%!"-!(
/,&"'( )*!( /!!/P( #,"'#( 6&8!( WR"!+8( =(
Q&-)$%!X( -!%)+&"61( #,$"/( 6&8!( 2,,/(
2$#&-(G,%(#,2!(!0&-(7+71;2+8&"'3((
K*!( 0,0$6+%( )%+-8( WT"( K*!(

Morning,” from 2006’s So This is Goodbye, is far 
catchier than anything on this new record, but 
Begone(2+1(#)&66(7%!+8()*!(I$"&,%(@,1#(&"),(:&/!%(
+00!+63((?,:!>!%P(WQ+%+66!6(<&"!#X(+"/(W?+F!6PX()*!(
#)+"/,$)( )%+-8#( ,G( )*!( +67$2P( *+>!( #0+%#!( 7!+)#(
+"/(#,G);#0,8!"(>,-+6#(Y)*&"8(?,)(D*&0(06$#(T%,"(
h(N&"![P( +( -,27&"+)&,"( )*+)(2+1(/!6+1( )*!(@,1#(
G%,2('+&"&"'(&22!/&+)!(0%+&#!3((T"#)!+/P()*&#(+67$2(
:&66(7!(-6+##&.!/($"/!%(W+67$2#()*+)('%,:(,"(1,$3X(((
K*,$'*( ):,;#)!0#P( 7,,)1;#*+8&"'( +"/( )*!(

,--+#&,"+6( -+77+'!( 0+)-*( 2+1( 7!( -,22,"(
%!+-)&,"#( ),( :!66;/,"!( !6!-)%,"&-P( I$"&,%( @,1#E(
Begone Dull Care may challenge the average dancer’s 
%!0!%),&%!P(%!S$&%&"'()*!(&22!/&+)!(+/,0)&,"(,G(+(
classic move: the horizontal tango. 

;;Q+&'!(U!+%&"'(h(C,G%!/(A,&8

Junior Boys - Begone Dull Care 
RATING: 7.0
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Benjy Ferree -  
Come Back to the Five and Dime, 
Bobby Dee Bobby Dee
RATING: 6.0

Release date: February 3rd
Genre:  Americana 
Sounds like: Sufjan Stevens, 
White Stripes, John Mayer
Top Tracks:  “Tired of Being 
Good,” “The Grips,” “Great Scott”
Factoids: 
k(@!"M1()$%"!/(),(+(2$#&-(-+%!!%(
after an unsuccessful try at acting. 
k(K*,$'*(*!(:%,)!()*!(+67$2(Come Back to the 

Five and Dime, Bobby Dee Bobby Dee about the 
tragic life of child actor Bobby Driscoll, Ferree 
says much of it is based on his own life. 
k(`!%%!!(#+1#()*!(#,"'(WK*!(O%&0#X(&#(+7,$)((
 coming to terms with death. 

REVIEW:
    There aren’t any extraordinary musical insights 
on Come Back to the Five and Dime Bobby Dee, Bobby 

Dee3( T)E#(+"(+67$2(0+-8!/(:&)*(06!")1(,G(-%!+)&>&)1(
and smart songwriting, but Benjy Ferree doesn’t 
!6!>+)!($#(),(2$#&-+6("&%>+"+3((T)E#(",)(6&G!;-*+"'&"'(
2$#&-P(7$)(&)(&#(+(',,/(%,-8(V"E(%,66(+67$23
`!%%!!( *+#( +"( !+%( G,%( 2!6,/1( +"/P( $"6&8!( 2,#)(
#,"':%&)!%#P(*!(/,!#"E)(),%)$%!($#(:&)*(*+-8"!1!/(
-*,%/( 0%,'%!##&,"#3( ( @$)( *!( /,!#"E)( -,2!( $0(

:&)*(+"1( &%%!#&#)&76!(*,,8#(,%( &"'!"&,$#(
2$#&-+6(7%$#*#)%,8!#()*+)(:,$6/(#!)(*&2(
+0+%)(G%,2()*!(,)*!%(+%)&#)#(:*,(!506,%!(
+( #&2&6+%( #,$"/( p( R$GM+"( R)!>!"#P(
I,*"(A+1!%( ,%( !>!"( +$)*!")&-( 76$!#(
2!"(6&8!(R,"(?,$#!3(
R,2!)&2!#( &)( #!!2#( 6&8!( `!%%!!E#(
^+&6&"'( G,%( #,2!( "!:( 2$#&-+6(
-,"-,-)&,"P( 6&8!( )*!( 8+F,,;!GG!-)(
+"/(#)!!6('$&)+%(&"(WN*!"(C,$E%!(flPX(
or the incredibly irritating reverb 
*+%2,"1(,"(WJ&00!%G+-!(@6$!#3X(?&#(
vocal arrangements, however stand 
out because they are so diverse— 

including everything from Freddie Mercury falsetto, 
7+%&),"!(6&"!#(7!6,:()*!(2!6,/1(+"/(',#0!6;&"#0&%!/(
W,,,#PX(),(2!##1P(/,$76!;)%+-8!/(6!+/(>,-+6#3
`!%%!!( %,-8#( -,">&"-&"'61P( !GG,%)6!##61( #)&%%&"'( $0(
)*!( 0%&2+6P( G,,);)+00&"'( !5-&)!2!")( ,G( +"1( :!66;
0!%G,%2!/P($0;)!20,(76$!#(#,"'3((O&>!(*&2(-%!/&)(
G,%( *&#( %!#0!-)+76!( G,%+1#( &"),( *+%/;!/'!/( 76$!#P(
but his three best songs are the three most mellow 
,"!#3((WN*&%60,,6(,G(<,>!X(&#(+"(!5-!66!")(#,"'(G$66(
,G(*+%2,"&-(#,0*&#)&-+)&,"(+"/(#&"-!%!(!2,)&,"3(((
( ( T)E#(+"(+67$2(0+-8!/(:&)*(-%!+)&>&)1(+"/(#2+%)(
#,"':%&)&"'P( !"!%'1( +"/( 0&FF+FFP( 7$)( )*!%!( +%!"E)(
+"1(!5)%+,%/&"+%1(2$#&-+6(/!>!6,02!")#(,"(Come 

Back3((R,(G+%P(`!%%!!(2+1(",)(*+>!(-6+&2!/(+"(!")%1(
in the annals of great musical imagination, but he 
-6!+%61(8",:#(-6+##&-(%,-8(E"E(%,663

--Adam Biswanger

Wavves - Wavvves
RATING: 5.0

Release date: March 17th
Genre:  Rock 
Sounds like: Times New Viking
Top Track:  “So Bored”
Factoids: 

William is a fan of The Beach Boys, 
Beat Happening and The Wipers.

circles than in guitar music. 

REVIEW:
Wavvves is at best a melodically playful 

showcase for potential, and at worse, little more 
than chaotic fuzz.

This San Diego-based one-man band is creating 
music that is very reminiscent of adolescence  

itself -- crazy and chaotic but with 
glimpses of brilliance. It is infused with 
rebellious energy and a ‘90s grunge feel.  
Nathan William is a skillful musician 
with an obvious ear for melodies.

The melodic structures, if somewhat 
hidden, are infectious in songs like “So 
Bored.” However, beginning with the 
ending of “So Bored,” that’s exactly how 
I was feeling.

The second half of this album is a 
monotonous mess, a perfect example of punk gone 
too far. My advice to William? Cool it with the 
distortion; you’re hurting my ears.

Although it is infused with momentary musical 
genius, this album is, in true punk-rock tradition, 
little more than the confessions of a 22-year-old 
still dwelling in the overall pissiness of adolescence.

-- By Jen Littman

Lotus Plaza - 
The Floodlight Collective
RATING: 7.5

Release Date: March 23rd
Genre: Shoegaze/Ambient
Sounds Like: My Bloody Valentine, 
The Jesus & Mary Chain, Deer-
hunter
Top Tracks: “Red Oak Way,” “Dif-
ferent Mirrors,” “These Years”

Factoids:
k(K*!(+67$2(-,>!%(&#(+(>&")+'!(
G+2&61(0,%)%+&)(,G(#,6!(7+"/(2!27!%(<,-8!))(
Pundt’s younger brother Matt.
k(K*!(+67$2(:+#(%!-,%/!/(!")&%!61(&"(Q$"/)E#(
bedroom.
k(R,2!(,G(Q$"/)E#(G+>,%&)!(7+"/#(+%!(@6+-8(<&0#P(
aKD(+"/(D,66!-)&>!(R,$63

Review:
Both Lotus Plaza and The Floodlight Collective 

+%!( #&/!( 0%,M!-)#( ,G( <,-8!))( Q$"/)P( +( 2$#&-&+"(

8",:"(2,#)61(G,%(*&#(%,6!(+#('$&)+%&#)(&"(
+--6+&2!/(",&#!(%,-8(7+"/(U!!%*$")!%3(
N*!"( 6&#)!"&"'( ),( *10!/( )%+-8(
W_!/( 9+8(N+1PX( %!+6&F!( )*+)( )*!(
music only seems new. Much of 
Collective’s sound resembles that 
,G( Q$"/)E#(Vnd#( +"/(Ved#( &"^$!"-!#P(
including shoegaze sweethearts My 
@6,,/1(]+6!")&"!( +"/( 4"'6&#*( 0,#);
%,-8(7+"/(R)!%!,6+73
R,"'#( ,"( D,66!-)&>!( *+>!( +(

/&#)&"-)&>!( #,$"/(H(,"!( )*+)(2&'*)(
",)(+00!+6(),(.%#);)&2!(,%(#0,%+/&-(
shoegaze listeners. The album’s 
!$0*,"1( ,G( 2!6,/&-( &"#)%$2!")+6#(

+"/(2!66,:(>,-+6#(2+1(+00!+6(,"61(),(+>&/(G+"#(,G(
the genre.

The barely audible lyrics blend with Pundt’s 
#,G)( '$&)+%( #)%$22&"'P( 0%,/$-&"'( +( *!+%);2!6)&"'(
!GG!-)P(:*&6!()*!(#,0,%&.-(2!6,/&!#(:&66(/%,:"(1,$(
&"()*!(2,,/()*+)()*!#!(#,"'#(:!%!(:%&))!"(&"(H(+(
2&5(,G(",#)+6'&+(+"/(%,2+")&-(*,0!3

;;D+%2!"(?$&

MSTRKRFT - Fist of God
RATING: 5.0

Release Date: March 17th
Genre: Electronic
Sounds Like: Justice, Daft Punk, 
Chemical Brothers
Top Tracks: “Bounce (feat. 
N.O.R.E. & Isis),” “Heartbreaker” 
and “Click Click (feat. E-40)”
Factoids: 
k(ARK_L_`K(2!27!%(=6!5(
Q$,/F&$8+#(',!#(71()*!("&-8"+2!(
Al-P. 
k(K*!(/$,($#!(+62,#)(!5-6$#&>!61(U!#&'"Q%,(K,,6#(
software during studio recording. 
k(K*!(#,"'(WR)%!!)(I$#)&-!X(:+#($#!/(&"()*!(>&/!,(
'+2!(R+&")#(_,:(i(Yidde[3
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+"+6,';/!%&>!/( ",&#!( %,-83( K*!1( -+"( 7!( 6$20!/(
into the category of effect-saturated leftovers and 
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-,$6/(7!-,2!(+(0%,0!%(-6$7(7+"'!%P(7$)(:*!"('$!#)(

+%)&#)(I+*2+6(,0!"#(*&#(2,$)*P()*!()%+-8(7!-,2!#(+"(
$"G,%)$"+)!(710%,/$-)(,G(,>!%;0%,/$-)&,"(+"/(-+"(

7!(#8&00!/(,>!%(!+#&613(
W@,$"-!( YG!+)3( B393_34( h( T#&#[X(

&#( )*!( .%#)( #&"'6!( ,GG( )*!( +67$23(
K*!( )%+-8( &#( !5-!0)&,"+661( !GG!-)&>!P(
76!"/&"'()*!(+00%,0%&+)!(_,-;=;`!66+(
%*12!( W+66( T( /,( &#( 0+%)1X( :&)*( )*!(
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YG!+)3( 4;md[PX( -%+"8#( $0( )*!( )!20,(:&)*( +( *!+/1P(
-6$7;%,-8(7+-8/%,0()*+)(0%,>&/!#(+(̂ !!)&"'('6&20#!(
,G()*!()%$!(S$+6&)1(+"/(#8&66(,G(ARK_L_`K3
`+%( G%,2( ARK_L_=QP( `&#)( ,G( O,/( )%&!#( ),(

&"-,%0,%+)!("!:(&"^$!"-!#(+"/(#+206!#P(7$)('!)#(
bogged down with obtuse beats and cut-rate 
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Don’t forget to 
blog! Peace!
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